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Our goal must
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communities where
left open and we can walk the streets in
safety-where only our enemies live in 
fear. We must talk to each other and 
share our problems. Remember-UNITED WE 
ARE STRONG.
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A HOUSEWIFE went 
on a year-long shop
lifting spree — and 
she stole something 
nearly every day.

Christine Steadman 
kitted out her family, 
relatives and friends with 
clothes, Wakefield Crown 
Court in Yorkshire heard 
yesterday.

She also shoplifted for 
Christmas presents for 
her and her husband to 
give away, the prose
cution said.

Most were taken from 
Mark s and Spencer.
She told police she 

could not help stealing 
and liked clothes which 
she could not afford to buy.
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work. Nowadays the
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as the fuck pig says. This

The first step towards victory in any 
struggle is the uniting together of all 
those involv
cower behind
walk alone
departments
country are
Saturday nights.

Of course things aren't as bad as the 
media like to portray it, but things are 
bad and certainly of concern to us all. 
The media gleefully displays anti-social 
acts but never goes into why they 
happen.(This doesn't mean we condemn 
attacks on the rich and their property, 
far from it -thats great!). They try to 
make us scared of each other so that we 
all remain isolated, and when they call 
out for more police the
amongst us fall for
They want us to be
fight them. This is

We must realise
more police is not
don't give a damn
police will try to
even if their mas 
intolerably difficult for 
forcing the working class 
deeper depths of poverty and despair. 
But as time goes on their real 
become more transparent as 
resources are used to protect 
classes. This was the job
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them by 
into even

their universities
The working cluass 
inferior, the middle 
trodden like we have

been. Their protests 'Save the Whale', 
the fox and the sausages at tesco's must 
be brushed aside. The working class need 
our help in Ireland and South Africa and 
it won't come from some pra 
student who rides a bike, a 
daddies roller. I leave you 
thought—who stopped Hitler.
more.
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street or the pub we must look after 
own class. It is not
others to be robbed or beat
see someone being attacked
in and help out if we can. 
an eye on our neighbours
flats not for some
neighbourhood watch scheme
responsibility for each other. Those of 
us who are hard up should be given a 
helping hand; whether this means making 
the tea for the next door neighbours 
kids or buying a pint for someone in the 
pub who's skint.
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• Plucky Afzal Sadfer and his young guide five-year-old 
Imran Razaq, after their ordeal.

Communities
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style vigilante groups,
community,
of world we all want.
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BLIND BOY BEATS OFF MUGGERS
Blind Afzal Sadfer beat off two

I —

would be muggers while his young 
cousin looked on. They were just 
yards from their home in Bethnal 
Green,East London when two youths, 
one black, one white, tried to
steal the money they were going to 
buy some eggs with. This last year

a steady rise in the
of violent street attacks

Britain.Mostly working 
people picking on others no
off than

worse
that

This is a very tough neigh
bourhood Sid—that’s why 
we do this beat in pairs!”

The estate I was brought up on in the 
's was great, people were proud to be 

working class, the community was strong 
and if any trouble arose neighbours all 
mucked in. The police were rarely seen 
and people controlled their own areas. 
No one nicked off 
was plenty of
middle
lives,
under
police
lifestyles of
blasted from
Dynasty, even
durch technik
loss of identity for working class 
people must be reflected in mugging and 
house breaking on council estates by 
kids who have no pride let alone future 
for themselves.

We must attack the middle class and 
never the working class. Everyday they 
take more from us. Presently they're 
moving into working class areas in inner 
cities, buying up houses from under our 
noses, bringing their swanky lifestyles 
and forcing house prices out of the 
pocket of local people for good. Look at 
their politics, where were they during 
the year long pit strike when miners 
and their famillies were being attacked 
by horse riding riot pigs ? I'll tell 
you, holding hands outside some army 
base with a candle stuck up their arse 
(nuclear power no thanks). Well we say 
middle class no thanks.

My dad fought in the war and I was 
proud of him. Remember the working class 
won that war, the middle class still at 
daddies side with
waiting for them.
must no longer feel 
class must be down
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A battered journalist shields his head from a thumpingCOWERING VICTIM 1
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"To Me, there were lots of people 
there just to find a cushy job with 
Labour party in some form 
other."-Croydon's No.l Soul singer, 
Johnson,talking about the Red Wedge
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BEASTIES
a thought for gate crashers, 
you try and get into some 

of 
the 

Fight for your right to 
they demolished the luxury 

that the party was held in. 
came to 350,000 dollars!

RIGHT ROYAL SEND OFF
The Catch 29 rock festival headlined 

by ASWAD was marred by a visit 
Princewas able to 
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Working class heroes gave a good 
hiding to middle class Sun 
journalists outside the funeral of 
Securicor robber Micky "skinner" 
Flynn. Skinner and his mate
Payne were gunned down in 
blood by police after a tip
The following day the Sun couldn't 
contain its glee at their deaths. 
Never mind, their mates gained 
revenge by hospitalising a handful 
of their
Stanley
throats.
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IN COKE SHOCK
It can exclusively be revealed 
that prior to Michael Fagins 
arrest at the palace for secretly 
visiting the Queen in July 1982, a 
mystery visitor had been visiting 
her illicitly for the previous 6 
months.
Who this mystery visitor was we 
cannot reveal but he has given us 
an interesting insight into shady 
goings on at the palace.
Security was so lax he
get in the same way
Fagin for the previous
He used to sit at the
Queen's bed
in the nude!
Queen has
regularly
attending
rumours are true,
wear a wig!
Michael fagin
facts and in
quiet he
sentence.
parasitic royals are seen in their 
true light, and the sooner we're 
rid of them the better.
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In the last few months the papers 

have been littered with old hippies 
whining on about how they never 
enjoyed their "free love" flower days 
and that casual sex is "wrecking 
society". Just who do they think they 
are ? It's alright for famous 
filmstars and popstars to be 
promiscuous when they want, we just 
get lectures when they decide to get 
married.

ACTOR OLIVER Tobias, who rocketed
to fame in raunchy roles, has launched a 
scathing attack on casual sex. It is
wrecking our society, claims 
old star of The Stud.

brakes on hishas put the 
sex-drive—after bonking hun
dreds of girls.

What with George Michael's "I want 
your sex" video ( or should it be "I 
want monogomous sex please") it all 
adds up to part of the AIDS moral 
clampdown. Twenty years ago Oliver 
Tobias must have thought he was 
threatening the establishment ( like 
most of the middle class hippies of 
the time) now it's clear which side he 
was always on. WE should decide about 
our own sex lives and not be
frightened by these hypocrites.

Place your cross where you think the 
the missile is.Then just send your 
entry to the Bristol address. Your 
prize is a one gallon can of four 
star
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FIGHTING SEXISM

A

into mens heads that lead to rape. 
From 'porno 

d the adverts on T.V,to 'Womens 
nd Barbara Cartland novels,women are

back when a judge said that a women,who'd 
been brutally raped,was 'asking for it' 
because she had been hitch-hiking on her 
own.Another excuse men make is to blame 
the woman for Leading him on','laughing at 
me'or wearing 'revealing clothes'.The times 
i've heard this shite!If YOUR so scewed up 
that you cant control yourself if a womans 
wearing a short skirt thats your problem 
not hers.Do us all a favour and hang your
self .How would you like it if your wife, 
girlfriend,sister or mother was raped or 
assaulted because she was supposedly 
'leading him on','laughing at him' or 
whatever the pathetic excuse?Where i work 
we've got one prick who'11 read the 
papers and say that "rapists should be 
hung" and that he "cant understand them" 
and then he'll spend the rest of the day 
reading porno mags,shouting at women from 
the safety of his van,pinching womens 
asses etc.
Rape is not an isolated act,it is the last 
act in a long line of acts of violence 
against women:'wolf whistles',leering, 
shouting sexist 'jokes',pinching,grabbing, 
forced kissing,forced touching,assaulting, 
forced intercourse.Every man is guilty some 
where along this line,and every woman has 
suffered somewhere along it also.

The blatant hypocrisy of 
those who exploit our ignorances and fears 
of each other(for their own ends)can be 
found in the pages of such rags as the SUN, 
where side by side you can have a picture 
of a model putting on a submissive,dumb

stuff like "I 
one",next to a

mags'
Own'
portrayed as dumb,submissive and willing to 
do anything for men.When kids are young 
boys and girls do the same things,play the 
same games and theres no trouble.It's only 
as they get older and start copying mum 
and dad and acting out the roles they are 
told to perform by EVERTHING they see: 
books,church,family 1ife,T.V,films,adver
tising etc,etc,that things start to go 
wrong:girls think they have to be meek and 
miId,and look pretty for men;to be a real 
woman and to be normal.Boys think they 
have to be tough and hard,and dominate and 
bully women to be a real man and to be 
normal.
What this vile brainwashing produces is the 
idea that women enjoy being dominated/ 
assaulted/raped or the attitude of "what 
the fuck,she was only a slag anyway".A 
good example of the sort of deseased mind 
this bullshit produces occurred a

pose inviting you to say
wouldn't mind giving her
shock,horror story of a rape.The other 
despicable trick the press play on us is 
to descibe attacks on women as 1 fondlings' 
'touching up'and ultimately to rape as a 
'sexual act'.The journalists who do such 
things are as guilty of rape as the 
rapists themselves and they must both be 
made to suffer the same fate-death. 
Rape and assault of women has NOTHING to 
do with sex.Rape is about EXDMINATION.lt is 
about men dominating women.This is why the 
two easiest sections of the female 
population,the old and young,are quite 
often the victims of the rapist.Why else 
do four month old baby girls and ninety 
year old pensioners get attacked?Rape is 
about .men who take out their frustrations 
and to compensate for their own pathetic 
feelings of inferiority and attack women 
who they are told by the church,press and 
T.V are lower than them:wives,girlfriends, 
sisters or women who cant fight back,young 
girls.and old women.IT HAS NOTHING TO DO 
WITH^SEX!
The press,in its attempt to stay in con
trol , describes anyone who is opposed to 
seeing women as sex objects for men to own, 
as 'prudes' and 'anti-sex';and try to lump 
us all in with mentally unstable people 
like Mary Whitehouse and Barbara Cartland. 
There is nothing wrong with sex;there is 
nothing wrong with naked bodies,but there 
IS someyhing wrong with presenting women 
as brainless pieces of meat for mens use. 
What upsets people like Whitehouse and 
Cartland is people having a good fuck,not 
sexism.In fact arseholes like these 
encourage sexism with all their puritanical 
and reactionary 'keep women in the kitchen' 
garbage.
This leads us onto my last point.Contrary 
to what most middle class feminists think, 
there can be no great union of 'sisters': 
between middle class and working class 
women because,despite all the hassles put 
upon them by working class men,working * 
class women will,time and time again,stick 
with their menfolk rather than have to 
stomach the patronising insults from their 
so-called middle class 'sisters'.This is 
because middle class women can NEVER 
understand what it is to be a working 
class woman.The answer then for working 
class women in combatting sexism and woman 
hating lies in organising THEMSELVES with 
no help from ANY middle class do-gooders. 
It also relies on working class MEN to do 
something about it:from cutting down the 
amount of shit we force women to put up 
with,to physically stopping others who 
still think it's 'funny'and'big' to 
hassle women.
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Well over one in three women get raped in 
Britain .Obviously most people feel 
absolute disgusted this,but most of us 
still believe that rape is an 'isolated 
act' committed by 'maniacs' and 'loonies' 
down back alleys.This is the lie regularly 
told to us by the press and T.V.If you 
believed what the papers and T.V told you 
you'd have this idea that most rapists 
were nutters who just flipped one day;and 
that they dress up in balaclavas and attack 
their victims with knives and guns.By doing 
this the media are defending their society 
and saying that rape is something that 
should'nt be happening;and try to convince 
us that there's something 'wrong' with 
rapists and that they must be 'mad'.This 
is all very far from the truth.

Rape and all violent 
acts against women is the NATURAL outcome 
of THEIR sick,sexist society that see's 
women the property of men.The vast majority 
of rapes are committed by people who the 
victims know:'friends',brothers,fathers, 
husbands,etc.Most rapes do not happen 
down back alleys or deserted railway 
stations,but in the rapists or victims 
home.Now these people,rapists,although 
scum,are not 'mad',or 'loonies'.They have 
simply fallen for all the lies spewed on 
men since we were born.They see them
selves as superior and that every women is 
there to be had,to be dominated.Now by 
saying this im not trying to excuse any
body, all rapists should be murdered without 
a doubt,but what i am saying is this:men 
arn't born rapists or turn into one over 
night,this society deliberately puts the 
ideas
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” If somebody calls me Faki, I go to 
them in the teeth. I don't often get 
but when I do I get really angry and
There are sone English people in our 
we don’t go rotmid calling then names."
Ayesha Ahmad, aged 14*

Racism is one of the nastiest ways the 
ruling class keep us,the working class, 
divided.So the purpose of this article 
is to combat some of the lies spewed 
upon us daily in the papers,T.V,radio 
etc(all run by middle class people 
surprise,surprise).Now im not talking 
about organised racism in the form of 
National Front,etc;the only answer to 
nazi filth is Stanley knives and iron 
bars.What im talking about is the crap 
forced down white working class peoples' 
throats that give rise to the most 
stupid and ignorant suspicions and 
prejudices against black working class 
people.
The biggest villains for blatant lieing 
is papers like the SUN/MIRROR/STAR etc, 
who are continually telling us that 
black working class people are 
' swamping this country of ours(?) 'and 
'living it up on the dole'.Well for 
starters we working classpeople have 
sweet fuck all say in the running of 
'our' country anyway so we shouldn't 
be bothered whose coming in.Secondly 
this 'swamping' business is total lies 
because more people are leaving Britain 
than entering it.This fact alone,shows 
up the press for what a lieing bunch of 
toerags they are when they say things 
like "its not the persons colour were 
worried about its just that this 
country is bursting at the seams".Thats 
funny i cant remember hearing a dickie- 
bird when all the white fascists got 
booted out of Rhodesia,and they all 
came running back to mother country with 
their tails between their legs.You wont 
hear nothing either when those who 
survive the forthcoming South African
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revolution(hopefully not many!)come 
scuttling back to Britain in there 
thousands.Britain accepts middle class 
white nazis but will not accept working 
class blacks.This is,of course,due to 
the fact that Britain is owned and 
controlled by middle class fith,most 
of whom are white.
As for "living it up on the dole" 
working class blacks lose whatever they 
do.If there unfortunate enough to be 
on the dole then there "bloody 
scroungers"(nothing is ever said about 
the biggest scroungers who get state 
handouts amounting to millions of pounds 
:THE ROYAL PARASITES).If on the other 
hand they work seven days of the week 
trying to make a measly profit in some 
poxy corner shop then there "tight- 
fisted", "money grabbing"or"taking our 
jobs".This last phrase 'taking our jobs' 
is one of the favourites of tory fascists 
like Enoch Powell and groups like the 
National Front.What we should not forget 
is that during the sixties,when cheap 
labour was needed by the bosses and 
white working class people rightly 
told them to get lost and refused to do 
dirty jobs for crap money,slime like 
Powell brought over thousands and 
thousands of working class blacks from 
the West Indies to do it all for them. 
Promised everything but given nothing, 
these working class blacks were forced 
into the worst slums,treated like 
animals and expected to do all the jobs 
no one else would do.Its only now with 
massive unemployment that vermin like 
Powell is saying "send them back"and 
"taking our jobs".
Instead of putting those working class 
blacks into other working class areas 
the councilstall run by the middle 
class)forced them all into one area, 
always areas that were already decay
ing and the only whites left were those 
too poor to move out.This achieved the 
purpose it had been done for:to create 
suspicion and hatred in white areas and 
suspicion and paranoia in the black 
community.
With no access to any press,T.V or 
radio to defend itself the black 
communities were forced to listen to all 
sorts of lies stated about it by white 
middle class scum whose intentions it 
is to divide,and thereby rule the whole 
of the working class. ,white working 
class people,are daily informed(be it

sneakily in the form of advertising, 
radio and films or blatantly in the so- 
called 'newspapers'etc)that black 
people are 'muggers','pimps','lazy', 
'violent','white-hating','less 
intelligent'etc,etc,.Exactly the same 
things that were said about the irish 
at the turn of the century,or the jews 
in nazi Germany;or any other minority 
group that a particular ruling class 
thinks it can use to divide its 
working class to achieve its own ends.

Next time you read a 
paper watch out for the way they 
describe the 'criminal':if the person 
responsible is black it will be the 
first thing they'll tell you (especially 
in rape and mugging cases)and they'11 
often put a big picture of the bloke/ 
woman;but if its a white person they'll 
just give his/hers age and occupation. 
This is done for the specific purpose 
of getting you,the reader,to hate blacks. 
Another tactic they use is to literally 
ignore racist attacks on blacks and 
instead concentrate on crimes committed 
by blacks,especially if that person 
happens to come from a 'riot' area like 
ST.PauIs,Tottenham,etc.This serves two 
purposes:firstly it trys to make you 
hate blacks and secondly it gives the 
impression that when there is class 
violence in those areas(ie riots)then 
everybody must be out mugging and raping 
white people.There are millions and 
millions of other examples.
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working class
While their 

the Belfast 
profits they

In Southern Ireland, I.R.A. and Sinn 
Fein spokesmen and women are banned from 
the T.V. and radio.

In Britain most support for the 
Loyalists comes from Facist groups such 
as the National Front.

Ireland's greatest revolutionary, James 
Connolly was born in Edinburgh,Scotland 
of Irish working class parents. He 
married a Protestant.

British state, 
can see that 

blinding them, 
working class

uncompromi singly 
politicians and 
At that point we 
working class 

the Republicans 
over the years.

The British and Irish governments have 
both used internment (imprisonment 
without trial) against Republicans.

iDS OF CLASS WARFARE 
WHICH HAVE NEVER 

Master of the

The son of one of Paisleys right-hand 
men (Major Bunting) died, unlike his 
ancestors, fighting for the cause of 
Irish freedom ag a volunteer in I.N.L.A.

From an early age, I was taught,
To be a catholic, a God fearing sort.
Dragged off to church and made to see,
That religious life would be the best for
A convent education, confession every week,
Programming me to be humble and meek.
Finally I woke up and started
That there's no such thing as
Religion is designed to keep
From nuns to priests,they all
THese bastard parasites who think while they preach, 
That people will believe them and be led like sheep, 
While they swank around in big flash cars,
These celibate dickheads with plenty of brass.
The Pope is the big noise, he lays down the law, 
To keep the Church rich and the poor man poor. 
This creeping old git should be shot on sight,
So come on, wake up and start to fight.
Distribute all wealth, it's the only fair way
For the stinking rich scum have had their day!

see,
almighty'

The Loyalists have seen blood spilt and 
will not believe the Republicans when 
they say they oppose the Irish in the 
same way they oppose the
At the point
their leaders
At the point
Republicans
against the priests,
bosses of the South.
will be nearer the
uprising that many of
have been fighting for

"IN
IMPORTANT AS
DIRECTOR AS
TRY TO SOW 
AND CREATE
EXISTED..."_Belfast
Orange Order."

And it should be remembered that at 
times the Loyalists have turned their 
back on bigotry and united with Catholic 
and republican workers. But what stops 
them from leaving the Paisleys, 
Powells,Molyneaus and Robinsons? The 
most powerful weapon the loyalist 
politician has is the state in the 
south. They only have to point to a 
state of police and priests, where the 
bosses still rule, where they have 
green, white and gold flag but no 
abortions, no divorce. An economy as 
ravaged by British and American 
multinationals as the economy of the 
North.

How can the Protestant
believe such nonsense?
Protestant bosses at
shipyards rake in their
strike for the right to fly union jacks.
While their communities taste a tiny 
drop of the brutal policing Republicans 
have suffered for years. But there is no 
doubt that a large number of people do 
believe in Loyalism and will keep up 
their sectarian attacks on any Catholic 
at any time.
Yet there is nothing in it for the 

working class. They have seen their home 
city bit by bit, year by year closed 
down. The British bosses no longer need 
their shipyards. Those Tories who they 
pledge their support to have signed a 
pact with the Southern Irish state.

OUR LODGES, THE PLOUGHMAN IS AS 
THE PEER , AND THE COMPANY 
THE LABOURER.THE ENEMY WILL 
THE SEI
DIVISIONS

Grand

soldiers have fought alongside 
gunmen (U.V.F.) killing 

civilians; eg. the Miami 
Killings.

By far the worst thing to come out since 
Peter Wright brought out his book 
'Spycatcher',which reveals all the 
secret activities of MI5,has been the 
pathetic whingeings by the millionaire 
socialist Tony Benn and the middle 
class left.
Tony and his public school chums are all 
upset by the fact that MI5 were planning 
to overthrow our 'great democracy'when 
Harold Wilson was in power.Where has 
this pillock been hiding for the last 
few decades?We KNOW that the 'great 
British democracy' is a pile of piss. 
Democracy is merely the choice of which 
senile middle class cretin you want to 
ruin your life for you;and do the work 
of the ruling class at the same time. 
We KNOW that Britain is a police state 
and that when it feels threatened the
British ruling class and its(NOT OURS!) 
secret police the MI5 will take control 
(as did the nazi SS in Germany) to 
restore 'order'.We also KNOW that MI5, 
the police and army(all doing the 
dirty work of the ruling class)will if 
necessary to restore that 'order'(ie 
keep things running smoothly for the 
ruling class) shoot the very people it, 
at present,claims to represent(ie us 
mugs who pay for these scum)
What Tony does forget to mention is 
that he and his left wing pals are 
members of that very same ruling class 
and when the time comes will use those 
very same people(ie MI5)he now 
criticises to smash the working class.

THINGS YOU NEVER
» KNEW ABOUT IRELAND



Now dont get me wrong were not a bunch 
of white,middle class liberals who 
can make excuses for muggers,rapists 
and murderers because they all live 
in "jolly NICE areas",where the only 
crime committed are things like 
pinching flowers from the local church. 
I am working class and i worry in case 
i get mugged or burgled etc,.People 
who mug other working class people, 
or who put working class women on the 
street to make themselves money,or who 
burgle working class OAP's,or who rape 
women are scum who should be mashed up 
with iron bars and split open with
Stanley knives............... at the very least!
But black muggers and black pimps are 
scum because their muggers and pimps 
NOT because their 'black';in the same 
way that white burglars and white

RACISM ARTICLE CONTINUED

We can go on saying what a perfect 
life we'll all have once we've hung the 
last bureucrat with the guts of the last 
priest. Unless we have solutions for 
anti-social acts and ways of protecting 
ourselves and our communities NOW we 
might as well shut up.

Many communities 
have been successful in kicking out 
smack dealers from their areas, by 
warning them to leave or face the 
consequences and then backing it up with 
action- moving them by force! We can 
clear these parasites out. The same goes 
for everyone else who preys on our 
class,muggers,rapists,pimps,vandals. You 
can generally find out who these people 
are in your area and there are other 
ways in which people can make them stop; 
not having anything to do with them if 
you know them personally,flyposting 
photos of them round the street and just 
keeping an eye on them- the only thing 
wrong with the neighbourhood watch is 
the police.

CONTACT ADDRESSES
FOR CLASS WAR GROUPS

One of my friends had 
trouble with this man who kept coming 
round and leaning through her windows. 
It made her skin crawl and feel unsafe. 
So she told her neighbour about it and 
he'd done the same to her and she knew 
of other women in the street that it 
happened to. So they all go together and 
talked about it and what to do. What 
they did was that they sent a few of 
them round to talk to him and tell him 
not to do it. They also decided to keep 
more of a watch on each others flats and 
houses to see that everyone was alright. 
This is a good example of everyone 
sticking together and sorting out 
problems. It worked and we can use that 
way of looking after ourselves in other 
ways than just that. Whole streets,towns 
and countries could be and should be run 
in that way.

A letter from Coventry

massage parlour owners are scum because 
they're burglars and owners of massage 
parlours not because their 'white'.The 
skin colour is TOTALLY IRRELEVANT;but 
the owners of newspapers, the TV and 
radio are obviously not going to tell 
the truth.To them a black mugger is a 
'black' and a white rapist is a rapist.

When we are young colour 
doesn't come into it,friends are friends 
enemies are enemies.Its only later,after 
years of brainwashing that we become 
full of hatred.For those of us who 
ARN'T braindead yet its our job to 
combat racism wherever it appears:in 
school,on the streets,in our workplace 
or at home.Against us we have the news
papers, church, TV, radio, in fact every 
instrument of middle class power;but 
remember united as a class,WE THE 
WORKING CLASS ARE UNBEATABLE.

At the ripe old age of 93, Rudolf 
Hess, last of the Nazi barons has 
hung himself with a bit of flex. 
The only thing wrong with this is 
that he didn't do it 60 years ago. 
Meanwhile, if there are any other 
neo-nazi fuckwits who'd like to 
follow in their heroes footsteps, 
we'd be glad to oblige.

BARNSTAPLE C.W.
c/o Bristol group.
BRADFORD C.W.
C/0 BOX 8,9Apsley Vi 1 las,Bradford 8 
BRIGHTON C.W.
c/o Brighton Bomber,Prior House,6 Tilbury 
Place,Brighton
BRISTOL C.W. c/0 37 stokes Croft,Bristol
CARDIFF- C.W.
P.O.Box 157,Cardiff C5F 1YE
DARTFORD AND GRAVESEND C.W. 
c/o London group.
DERBY-C/W, C/O LONDON GROUP.
NORTH-WALES CW, C/O Anarchist collective
U.C.N.W. Students union, Deiniol road
Bangor, Gwynedd LL57 2TH.
LEAMINGTON SPA C.W.
c/o Luton group 
LIVERPOOL
P.O.Box 110,Liverpool L69 GAU 
LLANDUDNO C.W.
P.O.Box 71 .Llandudno LL30
LONDON NORTH C.W.
LONDON
LONDON 
LONDON

WEST c’w’ p-°-BOX 467,London
SOUTH C.W.

LUTON C.W.
/c/o Box A,Europa Use,Vicarage St,Luton.
MALVERN AND WORCESTER C.W.
c/o Bristol group
MANCHESTER C.W.
c/o MMA.75 Piccadilly,Manchester M1 2BU
PLYMOUTH C.W.
P.O. Box 105, Plymouth PL1
SHEFFIELD
c/o Sheffield Anarchists, PO Box 217
Sheffield 1, Yorks.
SOUTHAMPTON C.W.
c/o Rumble,Box R,4 Onslow Rd. Southampton 
SOUTHEND 
c/o London group
SURREY
c/o London group
WORKINGTON
c/o Bristol group
YORK
c/o Bradford group

Any readers in NEWCASTLE.LEEDS.TEESIDE.HULL, 
BIRMINGHAM.DERBY,NOTTINGHAM.LEICESTER,STOKE, 
interested in setting up a local group get 
in touch with the London address.

AIMS AND
PRINCIPLES.

1. We want to destroy capitalism and its 
class system and replace them with a free 
and equal society where people have compl
ete control over their own lives.
2. We believe that the most important div
ision in.this society is between the 
working class and the ruling class and its 
agents. We accept that it is sometimes 
difficult to see which side of this divis
ion people are, and to complicate things 
further, people may move from one side of 
it to the other, depending on changes in 
their personal situation or in society at 
large.
3. We are opposed to all forms of the 
state including so-called ’communist' sta
tes.
4. The struggle of the working class to 
seize control of the world from the ruling 
class and its agents will involve the use 
of violence. We support working class vio
lence against the ruling class and its 
agents*. We are opposed to elitist terror
ist type actions as they are not an expre
ssion of ongoing class struggle.
5. We do not believe the working class 
needs leadership. We are totally hostile 
to the politicians, union bosses and ’Re
volutionary Parties' who attempt to be 
working class 'leaders'. We are not trying 
to lead anybody anywhere. The purpose of 
CLASS WAR is to increase the revolutionary 
aspects of working class resistance by 
participation and communication as equals.
6. Dividing the working class by skin col
our, sex or sexual preference, etc. is one 
of the main ways that the ruling class 
keeps us fighting amongst ourselves inste
ad of against them. In creating a free 
society we must fight and destroy these 
divisions which the ruling class fosters 
within the working class.

7. The CLASS WAR FEDERATION is open to all 
groups and individuals who agree with 
these aims and principles. We accept that 
these groups and individuals may have dis
agreements on other things.
The CLASS WAR CONFERENCE, which meets 
twice a year, will decide the policy of 
teh Federation. It will exclude any groups 
or individuals found to be acting against 
the 'Aims & Priciples'.

8^ We accept that the CLASS WAR FEDERATION 
is not the only valid way of opposing the 
system. Other ways of organising will be 
more appropriate to other people. We will 
work with other working class groups when 
our struggles coincide.

★★★★★★★

SUBSCRIBE
If you have any problems 
getting hold of Glass War 
in your area, then send us 
£3 and we’ll send you the 
next twelve as they come 
out (or £1.50 for 6). If 
you live as far away as 
Europe send £4 for 12 or 
America send £5*50. Contact 
the London address.

SELL
To sell Class War your
self, send 10p per copy (10 
= £1 / 20 = £2 etb ) to 
Bristol address. For more 
than 50 copies contact the 
London address.
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They’re pushing
But the bosses

_"The coal board’s been spoiling for a 
fight. We’ve been kicked from pillar to 
post since the end of the strike...The

talked about unity 
the Frickley

have

Dockers in Britain may be forced to 
take action in September. Employers 
are threatening to rip up the National 
Dock Labour Scheme. As one docker in 
Grimsby said, "If we give that up, 
we’ll be back to the days of men 
coming down to the dock gates every 
night to beg for a job".

Tuesday the Frickley miners 
to go back and regroup for the 

The union had offered them no

of the Yorkshire
Then the union

, Vs,

trains in the Cynon 
South Wales unfortunately 
After the train was

in
SOUTH AFRICA

From the 10th of August up 
miners have been on strike.

out in 
sacked. 
In two 

hardly needed as
work that Monday

One of the latest of many ambushes 
on coal
Valley,
failed.
stopped by railway sleepers placed
across the line, the .railway 
police arrived before they could 
take the 100 tons of coal released 
from the wagons.
Clashes with the police are 
continuing in the Yorkshire mining 
villages. In July there was a 
small riot in Stamford and the 
police station was again attacked 
and police attacked
village. This is the s 
since the end of the
Likewise there was a bi 
on the police, their car 
police station wrec
Edlington at the end
hatred for the cops i 
villages is still strong.

They changed the name to British Coal. 
They changed the boss. They introduced a 
new disciplinary code.
for a six day week, 
forgot to break the miners and they 
never will.
At Frickley Colliery in South Yorkshire 

the workers acted fast when the 
management tried to use their new code 
of conduct. They walked out. In the week 
that followed most
miners walked out.
executive ordered them back.

The miners at Frickley stayed 
solidarity with the five men
They picketed 11 other pits, 
cases pickets were
nobody turned up for
morning.

'A ■ _ Ji

The area executive
and tried to isolate
miners. They said they wouldn't 
"the tail wagging the dog".
On the 
decided
future.
choice.
The myth of the N.U.M.'s 'militant' 
leadership fell those July days- with 
McGarchy talking of New Realism and 
supporting the six day week as he left- 
with the ballot being used to stifle 
rank and file action- with Scargill kept 
quiet so as not to harm his radical 
image (How was Cuba,Arthur?).
But the day is fast coming when rank and 
file miners will have to challenge their 
union and it's leadership OR face a six 
day week and victimisation of individual 
miners or whole pits because of their 
private and political life.
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started to smash everything" 
demonstrator."Today we dealt 
exchange dealers and tomorrow 
deal with supermarkets and the politicians. We have lived through 12 
years of civil war-a war of lies and 
robbery by leaders who ask us to stay
calm and steadfast".
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national ballot falls short of strike 
action-it asks for industrial action. 
That's a complete waste of time."_ Steve 
Tulley (Frickley branch secretary of the 
N.U.M.)

FROM PILLAR TO POST
Willis and his chums in Congress House 
may have bought the poison of NEW 
REALISM but rank and file workers have 
no choice but to fight.
Post Office workers have seen profits 
for their state bosses rise and rise. 
Till August this year they have a great 
record of Wildcat strikes,that is 
unofficial strikes. So while many other 
workers for state industries have been 
beaten back the Post Office workers held 
strong.
They were so successful that the 
departing chairman of the Post office 
paid them the highest compliment, by 
spending his last press conference 
moaning about them.

MAKING LINKS
With workers time and time again freeing 
themselves from the shackles of the 
union, we have to look to the future. 
Already strikers from recent and current 
disputes have begun to make links. 
Attempts to link up the many disputes 
around Britain is a small but inportant 
step. Now we can't even rely on the 
T.U.C. for protection let alone to lead 
to some far off revolution.
After trade union sabotage at Frickley, 
at Arbrides, at Silentnight and at 
Wapping the working class has to face up 
to the new realism. The realism that we 
alone can and will fight and win.

-"Yesterday's meeting of Frickley 
miners, however, was reported to be 
extremely heated and area officials like 
Mr Jack Taylor,the president,were given 
a hostile reception."

The scabs at wapping are learning the 
hard way. Just like Brooksides, Billy 
Corkhill their learning that if you scab 
your way into a job you've got no 
guarantees. The leading scab Stephen 
Seaman has just resigned accusing the 
management of ignoring all their 
agreements.

The morning star bosses have 
engineered a Wapping style move out of 
Fleet St. The "communist" bosses now 
face industrial actiuon by their workers 
to stop compulsory redundancies. No 
wonder Communist Party officials told 
their members to cross picket lines at 
Wapping. No doubt they wanted to see how 
new style macho management worked.

THE TOURIST SEASON
Bath in the west country is a must 

for rich American and British 
tourists. It's good news that these 
pests have been recieving a lot of 
attention from local tramps.

They've taken to following them 
all over the town. One gent of the 
road is reported to go up to diners 
in posh restaurants and threaten to 
throw up on them unless they pay up.

There is an Anti Apartheid Demo 
in London on Sat.24 October. 
It starts at 12 noon from the 
Embankment.Lets hope it's as 
good as '85.




